How we engaged people and raised awareness with various
Digital & Social Activations for GRAM ‘16
This summit aimed at informing the farmers on the advance implementation of technology and
issue solving methods. Farmers were taught various new techniques to be used which would
help them earn more yields while showcasing their innovations to agri-business communities
from across the world. More than 40,000 farmers and representatives from across the country
attended the event. In support of this initiative of Rajasthan Government for increasing
standards of agriculture in the state, we delivered many social activities.
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PRE-EVENT DIGITAL ACTIVATION
& PHOTO INVITATION (SABJI MANDI ACTIVITY)
To raise awareness among people for the meet, we conducted a social activity around photos across 10
different Sabji Mandi locations in 7 major Sambaghs of Rajasthan. We put photo cut-out stands where
people got clicked and distributed the pictures in photo jackets to carry home. This also acted as an
invitation for the main event in November.
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PRE-EVENT INSTAGRAM
ACTIVITY

We were posting interesting and informative content on the social network to engage the
audience and spread the word around for more people to know about the event.

GUEST TESTIMONIALS WITH
VIDEO BOOTH

We deployed a modern video booth at the event which was equipped with social sharing
abilities to create an online buzz where many V.VIPs and high profile delegates recorded a
video sharing their experience and testimonial.

ONLINE INTERACTIONS
WITH SOCIAL WALL

We provided Social Wall - a digital display for the
ongoing posts and pictures posted on Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook by people using hashtag
#Gram2016 on a big LED screen. The wall was
placed at 3 locations (at the VVIP area, convention
hall & main hall) creating an on-site engagement
environment.

ONLINE INTERACTIONS WITH SOCIAL WALL

ON-GROUND INSTAGRAM ACTIVITY
On the event days, our team present on the event location was actively covering the
activities happening across the site and posting enthusiastic live shots and interesting
Instagram stories on the account. It captured the mood perfectly, creating a lot of impact
and impressions over social media.

ON-GROUND EVENT ACTIVATION

We conducted the social activity around photos on all 3 days of the event. The cut-outs were
placed at 3 prime locations of the event (V.VIP, Jajaam, and Exhibition area) where people
got clicked and received the photo jackets as a takeaway.

MEDIA COVERAGE

